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Problem/MacArthur = can't take it on; changes won't be in place till next spring. Not clear where we are going. Major obstacle: haven't worked in RV; will share w. others on staff.

Pre extension/Spring: E. Eur, China = out; S. Americas ( Romney = 5 R = modest gain, staff + in Mexico + Caribbean Basis).

= Clearly need a program/this; But MacR = S. Asia = on government, but more on global + int'l agents/human rts, women's, envir, comm. to can deal w. these global networks.

Others contacts:

Ford/ NY = cast comp. way/diff parts of world

Re E. Eur: Sabre Fund - wld on freedom of info, civil rts, but may have chgd
Soros - also = E. Evr + SA, to Asia Neer/Dr = former head of Amnesty Intl.
Rockefeller Bros Fund = Bill Moody/E. Evr = 60's q civil soc. - not sure what means;
but = enabling civ. soc. protect rts, etc. = legal culture + flowering of civil soc.
Evr Asia Fund = US Govt + Fund [Sec also Asia Fdn] - no gd contacts. Rockefeller styles = intimate dir. Tom Pickering (US Amb) to take over Call each re: entry pt. to reauthorize of funds = responsive;
U. of No: Diana: "linkage document" = umbrella document to Ford exists = specific initiative w/in context.

All Ford grants = not w/in terms of reference = ad hoc -

1 page description = w/in linkage -

Put together each summary = 'category' of things -

= Jointly - Ford program has fund / things -

[ NY: initiative / Af Americans ]

Namibia: 202-986-0540 = Consulate
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1. Impact:
   Focus on 1 country as example:
   People don't know how, can't learn, identity partners -
   John Gerhard in Joburg -> appro.
   in Braamfontein

   Get SA people as co-sponsors =
   easier to deal with - if = joint,
   eg Nasser Ford = Jt. w/o. of Fia.

2. Africa: max. re regional:
   eg Zim, Moz, Namibia, Botswana

Human Rights + Governance Programs:
In context - (formerly Sheep Farming)